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Metal atoms have proved to be sensitive probes of the properties of superfluid helium nanodroplets. To
date, all experiments on the doping of helium droplets have concentrated on the attachment of metal atoms
in their ground electronic states. Here we report the first examples of metal atoms in excited states
becoming attached to helium nanodroplets. The atoms in question are aluminum, and they have been
generated by laser ablation in a metastable quartet state, which attaches to and remains on the surface of
helium droplets. Evidence for a surface location comes from electronic spectra, which consist of very
narrow absorption profiles that show very small spectral shifts. Supporting ab initio calculations show there
to be an energy incentive for a metastable Al atom to remain on the surface of a helium droplet rather than
move to the interior. The results suggest that helium droplets may provide a method for the capture and
transport of metastable excited atomic and molecular species.
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From their onset, experiments on doped helium nano-
droplets have paid considerable attention to the spectros-
copy of single atoms, since the associated shifts and widths
of electronic spectral features have been found to be
sensitive to whether an atom is located inside or on the
surface of a droplet [1–4]. There appears to be general
agreement that alkali metal atoms reside on the surfaces of
droplets [5,6], as do several of the alkaline earth metals
[7–13]. Almost all such studies have concentrated on metal
atoms with either no or one unpaired electron, and these
have been added to the droplets in their electronic ground
state; the only higher spin systems that have been inves-
tigated are chromium atoms, weakly bound alkali dimers
and trimers, and the silver dimer [14–18].
Reported here are results from experiments where

aluminum atoms have been ablated by laser from a solid
sample of the metal in the presence of helium nanodroplets.
From these experiments the presence of metastable alumi-
num atoms in the 4Pð3s3p2Þ state at ∼29 000 cm−1 above
the ground state [19–21] has been established through
observation of a series of 13 separate electronic transitions
originating from this electronic state. In complete contrast
to almost all previous studies, the wavelengths at which
spectral transitions are recorded for these metal atoms in
helium droplets exhibit almost no shift from those mea-
sured in the gas phase [19]. Transitions involving the
metastable 4P states also exhibit comparatively narrow
linewidths, which is again very unusual for helium nano-
droplets. Narrow linewidths have been reported previously
[14,22] and in some cases interpreted as being due to a very
weak interaction between the metal atom and the surround-
ing helium atoms [22].

There has been one previous study of the electronic
transitions of aluminum atoms in helium droplets, by Reho
et al. [23]. These authors identified two very broad
absorption features (FWHM∼420 cm−1) that were
assigned to transitions from the 2P ground state to the
lowest 2D excited state, and the authors concluded that
spin-orbit coupling in the 2D state is quenched by the
helium [23]. Previous observations of the spectra of alkali
atoms in bulk helium have been interpreted in terms of a
mechanism whereby excited spin-orbit states undergo rapid
nonradiative relaxation to the lowest (Ω ¼ 1=2) level [24].
In contrast, the spectra presented here involve a number of
spin-orbit states of electronically excited Al and there is no
evidence of quenching. With the current high level of
interest in both Rydberg atoms and their coherent control
and the physics of ultracold atoms, state selectivity on the
part of helium nanodroplets may provide a mechanism for
generating and transporting excited atomic species.
The two instruments employed in these experiments use

very similar methods to prepare helium droplets, but differ
with regard to the technique used to record photoionization
signals from Al atoms. Figure 1 shows a generic overview
of the apparatus, and further details of how each experiment
has been undertaken can be found in the Supplemental
Material [25]. Photoionization spectra between 42 000 and
44 000 cm−1 have been recorded by monitoring Alþ
signals as a function of laser wavelength following metal
ablation in three separate regions of the apparatus.
Although Fig. 1 shows the metal rod located between
the first and second skimmers, denoted as region 2,
experiments have also been undertaken with the rod located
at positions 1 and 3. To establish which electronic states are
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being produced during laser ablation, Fig. 2(a) shows a
spectrum recorded from isolated Al atoms ionized under
gas phase conditions in the ion source of the reflectron
(region 3 in Fig. 1). Figure 2(b) shows the same scan range,

but recorded from Al atoms ablated in the expansion region
of the cooled nozzle (region 1 in Fig. 1 where helium
droplets containing 103–104 helium atoms were being
formed). Note that the three transitions denoted by asterisks
in Fig. 2(a) at ∼42120 and ∼42 230 cm−1, which are
known to originate from aluminum atoms in the ground
state [19], disappear in Fig. 2(b) due to spectral shifts
identified by Reho et al. when Al atoms are embedded in
helium droplets [23]. With the latter transitions omitted,
two separate scans between 42 000 and 44 000 cm−1 show
a total of 13 transitions associated with Al ablated in region
1 (see Fig. S5 of the Supplemental Material for a complete
scan [25]). A search of known electronic transitions in
aluminum atoms that, with a single photon, would place
atoms above the lowest ionization limit (48 278.37 cm−1)
at the energies covered [19–21] suggests that all of the
transitions shown in Fig. 2(b) originate from spin-orbit
substates derived from the Al 4Pð3s3p2Þ state, which lies
approximately 29 000 cm−1 above the ground state. This
state of Al is metastable because transitions to the ground
electronic state are forbidden by both orbital and spin
angular momentum selection rules, and thus a relatively
long radiative lifetime is anticipated. One-photon transi-
tions out of the 4P state would place the atoms in Rydberg
states lying at ∼71 000 cm−1, from where they could
undergo autoionization. Similar sharp features seen in
the UV spectra of sputtered silver atoms have been
attributed to one-photon excitation from a metastable state
of Ag I to a series of Rydberg states that subsequently
autoionized [33].
To verify that the strong Alþ signals shown in Fig. 2(b)

are associated with the helium droplets and are not from Al
atoms becoming entrained in the gas flow, additional
spectra were recorded on a second apparatus. Here Al
atoms were ablated in the presence of a collimated beam of
helium nanodroplets (region 2 in Fig. 1 where droplets
contain ∼104 atoms). What characterizes these measure-
ments is that it has been possible to monitor the intensities
of the adduct ions, AlþðHeÞn, as a function of laser
wavelength. These results are shown in Fig. 3, where a
summation of the intensities of the n ¼ 1–3 signals is
compared with measurements of the Alþ signal recorded
under identical circumstances. As can be seen, over the
range selected 42 100–42 225 cm−1, there is an excellent
match between the two spectra. Since the beam density in
the ionization region is very low, there is no possibility of
bare Alþ ions undergoing the three-body collisions neces-
sary to generate AlþðHeÞn complexes, thus demonstrating
that the sharp spectral transitions are indeed due to
aluminum atoms attached to helium nanodroplets.
Table I lists the 13 transitions that have been identified
as due to the metastable 4Pð3s3p2Þ state together with their
shifts with respect to the gas phase transition energies and
their linewidths. The magnitudes of the shifts are all close
to the grating or calibration errors, but there appears to be a
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FIG. 1 (color online). Generic diagram that combines the
essential features of the two separate pieces of apparatus used.
Regions associated with the three separate experiments under-
taken are labeled and the position of the rod moved accordingly.
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FIG. 2. (a) Photoionization spectrum recorded from gas phase
ablated Al atoms (region 3 of Fig. 1). Transitions arising from
nonresonant two-photon ionization of ground-state atoms are
denoted with an asterisk. (b) Photoionization spectrum recorded
from Al atoms ablated into the expansion region of the cooled
nozzle (region 1 in Fig. 1 where helium droplets containing
103–104 helium atoms were being formed). Both spectra were
recorded by monitoring the Alþ signal in the reflectron, and the
gas phase spectrum has been shift upwards to avoid any overlap.
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very small and consistent shift associated with the majority
of transitions.
Table II shows the properties of potential energy curves

calculated for Al-Hen clusters using CCSD(T) (coupled-
cluster method with singles, doubles, and perturbative
triples) methodology. Details of the calculations are in
the Supplemental Material [25]. These calculations are for
an aluminum atom in the 4Pð3s3p2Þ state, which arises

from the promotion of one of the electrons from the full 3s
orbital in the ground state to an unoccupied 3p orbital in the
4P state. The key difference between this state and the
ground electronic state is that there are now two occupied
3p orbitals and one unpaired 3s electron. In the 1 4Π state
of the Al-He dimer there is an electron in the 3pz orbital
pointing towards the helium atom and, as Table II shows,
the resulting complex has a calculated binding energy of
just 4.81 cm−1 and an internuclear separation Rmin of
5.38 Å. In contrast, in the 1 4Σ state, the 3pz orbital is
unoccupied and has a computed well depth of 173.9 cm−1.
A similar pattern is observed for Al-He2, where the binding
energy per atom remains high. In the Al-He4 complex the
quartet state will necessarily have at least one occupied 3p
orbital orientated towards a helium atom. Similarly, for
Al-He6 the two atoms coordinating in the z direction are
again strongly bound, while the remaining four atoms bind
more weakly. Overall, a consequence of increasing co-
ordination is that the high binding energies seen for the
smaller complexes start to decline. However, for Al-He6 the
binding energy per helium atom is calculated to be
41.3 cm−1, which is still 4 times larger than for the
corresponding 2P electronic ground state [23]. In a final
calculation, the preferred coordination of ground-and
excited-state atoms has been compared in a cluster con-
sisting of 98 helium atoms. From the results shown in
Table II it can be seen that ground-state aluminum prefers,
by a very small margin, to be at the center of a droplet,
whereas the 4P excited state favors a surface site by the
larger margin of 83 cm−1. A significant fraction of this
additional stability comes from a strong association
between 4P aluminum and a single helium atom.
Optimized structures for the clusters with ground- and
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FIG. 3 (color). Photoionization spectra recorded following the
ablation of Al atoms in the presence of a collimated beam of
helium nanodroplets (region 2 in Fig. 1 where the droplets
contain ∼104 atoms). The spectra were recorded by monitoring
the signal from either Alþ (black line) or AlHenþ (by summation
of the n ¼ 1–3 signals) (red line).

TABLE I. Summary of electronic transitions recorded from the photoionization of metastable aluminum atoms in association with
helium nanodroplets. All energies are in cm−1 and GP refers to gas phase.

Initial
state
3s3p2

Final state
3s3pð3P0Þ3d

Angular momentum
states

Initial GP
energy

Final GP
energy

He droplet
transition
energy

Shift
(He–GP)

He
linewidth

Ji Jf
4P 4Do 1=2 3=2 29 020.41 71 244.17 42 223.08 −0.68 2.78
4P 4Do 1=2 1=2 29 020.41 71 235.25 42 214.21 −0.63 2.91
4P 4Do 3=2 5=2 29 066.96 71 260.55 42 192.96 −0.63 4.66
4P 4Do 3=2 3=2 29 066.96 71 244.17 42 176.51 −0.70 1.78
4P 4Do 3=2 1=2 29 066.96 71 235.25 42 167.51 −0.78 1.41
4P 4Do 5=2 7=2 29 142.78 71 286.40 42 143.83 0.21 2.27
4P 4Do 5=2 5=2 29 142.78 71 260.55 42 117.86 0.09 2.06
4P 4Do 5=2 3=2 29 142.78 71 244.17 42 100.78 −0.61 1.35
4P 4Po 5=2 3=2 29 142.78 72 250.53 43 107.39 −0.36 1.91
4P 4Po 3=2 3=2 29 066.96 72 250.53 43 181.88 −1.69 1.65
4P 4Po 3=2 1=2 29 066.96 72 277.75 43 208.95 −1.84 1.21
4P 4Po 1=2 3=2 29 020.41 72 250.53 43 226.71 −3.41 1.23
4P 4Po 1=2 1=2 29 020.41 72 277.75 43 253.83 −3.51 1.37
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excited-state Al atoms are shown in Fig. 4. These results are
significant for two reasons. First, the calculations show that
in the experiment where excited-state atoms become
attached to preformed helium droplets, the atoms will
remain on the surface. Second, in the experiment where
excited-state atoms are entrained in the helium expansion
close to the nozzle (region 1 of Fig. 1), any aluminum
atoms solvated in droplets will have an energy incentive to

move to the surface. Overall, the results show that the
excited quartet state of the aluminum atom could occupy a
comparatively stable site on or close to the surface of a
helium droplet, where it would still be more strongly bound
than solvated ground-state atoms.
The transitions identified in Table I involve all possible

spin-orbit levels of the initial state, which implies a
complete absence of any of the angular momentum
relaxation mechanisms that have been discussed previously
both for aluminum in helium droplets and for certain alkali
metals in bulk helium [23,24,34]. The latter experiments
have linked spin-orbit quenching to the formation of
exciplexes, and metals with small spin-orbit splittings,
such as Li and Na, seem particularly susceptible [34]. In
helium droplets the evidence is somewhat contradictory;
surface-bound Na and K atoms not only form exciplexes
with small numbers of helium atoms, but there is also an
absence of spin-orbit quenching [35,36]. Excited-state
metal–helium molecular orbitals associated with exciplex
formation are exclusively of Π symmetry, and excitation to
any state with Σ symmetry is assumed to result in
desorption of the bare metal atom [37]. In contrast, the
strongly bound dimer state identified here for the 4P Al
atoms has Σ symmetry. There is the possibility that
diatomic Π state exciplexes involving the 3s3p2 state are
being expelled from the droplets and then photoionized.
However, were that the case, then the subsequent excita-
tion-autoionizing step might have been expected to yield
vibrational structure, and that is not seen in either Fig. 2
or Fig. 3.
To account for the observation of the strong Alþ signal

after metastable excitation, the following sequence of

TABLE II. Equilibrium internuclear separation (Rmin) and well depth (ε) for Al-Hen clusters in the excited quartet state derived from
CCSD(T)/d-aug-cc-pVQZ calculations.

Cluster State Al configuration Rmin (Å) εðcm−1Þ ε=nðcm−1Þ
Al-He1 1 4Π [Ne] 3s13px

1pz
1 5.38 4.8 4.8

[Ne] 3s13py
1pz

1

1 4Π [Ne] 3s13px
1py

1 2.44 173.9 173.9
Al-He2 1 4Πu [Ne] 3s13px

1pz
1

[Ne] 3s13py
1pz

1 5.35 8.6 4.3
1 4Σu

− [Ne] 3s13px
1py

1 2.60 302.3 151.1
Al-He4 [Ne] 3s13px

1py
1 2.65 (2, z)

5.43 (2, x) 266.4 66.6
aAl-He6 [Ne] 3s13px

1py
1 2.68 (2, z)

5.39 (4, xy) 247.7 41.3
bAl-He98 Center [Ne] 3s23p1 g:s:c 3.76 1293 � � �
Al-He98 Surface [Ne] 3s23p1 g:s: 4.41 1285 � � �
Al-He98 Center [Ne] 3s13p2 e:s:d e2.94 1244 � � �
Al-He98 Surface [Ne] 3s13p2 e:s: e3.11 1327 � � �
aThe results for Al-He6 have been derived from CCSD(T)/d-aug-cc-pVTZ calculations.
bAll calculations on Al-He98 clusters are at the RI −MP2=6–31þþG� level of theory.
cGround state.
dExcited state.
eMost closely associated with a He single atom.

FIG. 4 (color online). Optimized structures calculated for an
aluminum atom at the center and at the surface of a 98 atom
helium cluster. (a),(b) Al in the electronic ground state. (c),(d)
3s3p2ð4PÞ excited state.
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events is proposed. First, Al atoms in the 4P excited state
are assumed to reside on the surface of helium droplets,
which is strongly supported by the calculations presented
here and by the experimental observation of narrow line-
widths and negligible line shifts for spectroscopic transi-
tions relative to the gas phase. Indeed, these observations
suggest minimal interaction with the helium. Following
photoexcitation, it is proposed that the resultant autoioniz-
ing state is expelled from the droplet prior to ionization,
which would then ensure that predominantly Alþ ions are
formed in the process. A very similar sequence of events
has been proposed by Federmann et al. [38] to account for
the appearance of narrow absorption features in their
Rydberg spectra of silver atoms trapped in helium droplets.
However, unlike their system [38], the excited aluminum
atoms reported here must undergo discrete excitation to an
autoionizing Rydberg state before expulsion because the
entire process requires just one rather than two photons.
UV photoionization spectra have been recorded from

aluminum atoms in a metastable excited electronic state in
the presence of a beam of helium nanodroplets, and where
the observed transitions exhibit narrow linewidths and
almost no spectral shift relative to the gas phase.
Supporting ab initio calculations show that there is an
energy incentive for the excited state to reside on the
surface of a droplet.
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